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following estimate:(0.1) dimH(A) � dimF (A) � dimL(A);where dimH and dimF denotes the Hausdor� and the fratal dimension respetively,see [CF85,Han96,Tem97,BlI99,ChI02℄. The main point here is that the Lyapunovdimension, by its de�nition, an be expliitly estimated using suÆiently simplevolume-ontration arguments, see [Tem97℄ for details.Lower bounds for the attrator's dimension are usually based on the observationthat the unstable manifold of any equilibrium of the system is always ontained inthe global attrator A. Consequently, the following estimate is valid:(0.2) dimF (A) � dimH(A) � maxu02RN+(u0);where R is the set of the equilibria of the system, and N+(u0) is the instabilityindex of the equilibrium u0, see e.g.[BaV89℄ and [Hal87℄.We note that this method of obtaining the lower bounds for the attrator's di-mension is perfet for the lass of gradient systems (or, whih is slightly moregeneral, for systems possessing a global Lyapunov funtion). Indeed, the dynamisin the gradient ase is, in a sense, trivial and the dimension of the attrator isdetermined by the instability indies of the equilibria only, no matter what is theLyapunov dimension of the attrator and what are the volume-ontration proper-ties. Namely, in this ase we have the equality in the seond part of (0.2):(0.3) dimH(A) = maxu02RN+(u0);see e.g. [BaV89℄ and [Sel89℄.There exists, however, a number of important equations of mathematial physis(suh as 2D Navier-Stokes system, Ginzburg-Landau equations, non-gradient sys-tems of damped wave equations, et.), for whih the given methods of estimatingthe attrator's dimension from above and below yield di�erent asymptotis for thedimension in terms of physial parameters of the system, see [Tem97, ChV02℄ andreferenes therein. Whih asymptotis is then orret is a long-standing open prob-lem in the theory of attrators. It is also worth to note that all systems mentionedabove are far from being gradient and they usually demonstrate a very ompliated(e.g. haoti) dynamial behavior.In this paper, we present a new method of obtaining lower bounds for the attra-tor's dimension whih exploits expliitly the reurrent (as opposed to a gradient-like) nature of the system, and whih is based on some general ideas from thetheory of homolini bifurations. Namely, we suggest to estimate from below theattrator's dimension in terms of the maximum M(�; u0) of the dimension of theunstable manifold over the periodi orbits whih an be born at a bifuration of ahomolini orbit � to an equilibrium u0:(0.4) dimF (A) � dimH(A) �M(�; u0):To be more preise, one should onsider a family of systems whih depend on someset of parameters �; then the global attrator is a funtion of � as well, and (0.4)should be interpreted aslim sup�!�0 dimF (A�) � lim sup�!�0 dimH(A�) �M(�; u0)2



where the bifurational moment � = �0 orresponds to the existene of the homo-lini loop �. Of ourse, one may use various homo/heterolini yles with thesame purposes { we take a homolini loop as a simplest possible onstrution.As it is argued in [Tur96℄, for many ases of homolini bifurations the dimensionM(�; u0) essentially oinides with the Lyapunov dimension of the orrespondingequilibrium u0:(0.5) M(�; u0) � dimL(u0);no matter how small the dimension N+(u0) of the unstable manifold of u0 is. Thus,under this approah, both upper and lower bounds for the attrator's dimensionare given in terms of Lyapunov dimension. That is why we expet this methodto be e�etive in order to obtain sharp bounds for the dimension. Of ourse, theexistene of a homolini orbit and the possibility to perturb it in the desired waywithin the lass of systems under onsideration is ruial for this method. However,the homolini phenomena are so typial for dynamial systems with a non-trivialbehavior, that it would be natural to expet that in a wide lass of equations ofmathematial physis whih demonstrate haoti behavior appropriate homolinibifurations an indeed be deteted.We illustrate our method by a model example of an abstrat damped waveequation(0.6) �2t u+ �tu+ Au = F (u; �tu)in a Hilbert spae H. We assume that A : D(A) ! H is a positive self-adjointoperator in H with ompat inverse, whose eigenvalues satisfy the estimate(0.7) C1i2� � �i � C2i2�; i 2 N ;for some positive C1, C2 and �. Natural examples for A are provided by elliptidi�erential operators in a bounded domain, with H = L2. The quantity  > 0 in(0.7) is a dissipation (or damping) parameter whih is assumed to be small. It isalso assumed that the nonlinear operator F = F (u; �tu) belongs to some lass S ofvery regular (\smoothing") operators whih will be spei�ed in Setion 2.We prove that under the above assumptions, equation (0.6) possesses a globalattrator A in the orresponding energeti spae E, and the Lyapunov dimensionof the attrator satis�es(0.8) C 01�1 � dimL(A) � C 02�1;for some positive onstants C 01;2 whih are independent of . Consequently, due to(0.1), we have(0.9) dimF (A) � C 02�1:On the other hand, when the nonlinearity belongs to the lass S of very regularoperators, we show that for every " > 0 there exists a positive onstant C" suhthat maxu02RN+(u0) � C"�":3



Thus, using the lassial methods of estimating the dimension of the attrator A(whih are based on (0.1) and (0.2)), we will neessarily have a tremendous gapbetween the asymptotis for upper and lower bounds of the attrator's dimension.Nevertheless, using our \homolini" method, we onstrut nonlinearities F be-longing to the same lass S, for whih we have(0.10) dimF (A) � dimH(A) � C3�1;for some positive onstant C3. Thus, at least in the ase of damped hyperboliequations with smoothing nonlinearities, the orret asymptotis for the dimen-sion of the attrator is given by the orresponding asymptotis of the Lyapunovdimension, and the estimate (0.2) is not very muh relevant.Note also that A is the so-alled maximal attrator, so it ould be possible, inpriniple, that the dimension of A an be dereased drastially by removing fromA non-reurrent orbits (like in gradient-like systems where suh operation reduesA to a zero-dimensional set, typially). We show, however, that nonlinearitiesF 2 S exist for whih equation (0.6) has a minimal set whose dimension satis�es(0.10); therefore, the Lyapunov dimension (up to a onstant fator) measures theomplexity of the dynamis of damped hyperboli equations orretly.The examples whih we are talking about are obtained as small perturbations ofa deoupled system of seond order ODE's (see (4.7)) whih is an in�nite olletionof damped linear osillators (with the damping of order ) plus a single one degreeof freedom Hamiltonian system desribing a partile in a double-well potential on astraight line. It may be ounter-intuitive, beause none of the modes here shows ahaoti behavior and, moreover, all of them but one are damped, but we show thatfor any �xed  > 0, an interation of an arbitrarily small (in omparison with )strength an be arranged between these modes suh that an extremely ompliatedbehavior is ignited, involving a huge (� 1=) number of modes (see Remark 4.3).Note that we nowhere use the linear harater of the osillatory modes and ouronstrution works for a hain of nonlinear damped osillators as well. Therefore,our results should be appliable to perturbations of other integrable equations, suhas the nonlinear Shr�odinger equation, et..The paper is organized as follows. The existene of the global attrator forproblem (0.6) is veri�ed in Setion 1. The upper bounds for fratal and Lyapunovdimension of this attrator are obtained in Setion 2. The quantity M(�; u0) (themaximal possible number of nonnegative Lyapunov exponents for periodi orbitswhih an be born at a bifuration of the homolini loop �) is omputed fora speial lass of homolini loops in Setion 3. Finally, in Setion 4, we showthat suh homolini orbits really appear in equations (0.6) with the nonlinearitiesbelonging to the lass S, then based on (0.4) we derive sharp lower bounds for theattrator's dimension.Aknoledgements. This researh was partially supported by INTAS projetno. 00-899 and CRDF grant no. RM1-2343-MO-02. We are also grateful to MessoudE�endiev who had introdued us to eah other.x1 Abstrat nonlinear hyperboli equation and its attrator.In this Setion, we study the following abstrat nonlinear hyperboli equation in4



a Hilbert spae H:(1.1) � �2t u+ �tu+ Au = F (u; �tu);u��t=0 = u0; �tu��t=0 = u00;where u = u(t) is an unknown H-valued funtion, A : D(A)! H is a given positiveselfadjoint operator in H with ompat inverse,  > 0 is a given positive numberwhih is assumed to be small and F is a given nonlinear operator.As usual (see e.g. [GhT87,Tem97℄), we de�ne a sale Hs of Hilbert spaes asso-iated with H via(1.2) Hs := D((A)s=2); kuk2Hs := k(A)s=2uk2H = ((A)su; u)(here and below (�; �) denotes the inner produt in H) and onsider equation (1.1)as an evolution equation with respet to �(t) = [u(t); �tu(t)℄ in the orrespondingenergeti phase spaes(1.3) Es := Hs+1�Hs; �(t) := [u(t); �tu(t)℄ 2 Es(in fat, we will onsider only the ase where the initial data [u0; u00℄ belong eitherto the spae E := E0, or to E1).It is also assumed that the nonlinear term F belongs to the spae(1.4) F 2 C1b (E;H)and its partial derivatives F 0u and F 0�tu satisfy the following onditions:(1.5) � 1: (F 0v(u; v)�; �) � 8 k�k2H + Ck�k2H�1 ;2: j(F 0u(u; v)w; �)j � 8 �kwk2H1 + k�k2H�+ Ck�k2H�1 ;where [u; v℄; [w; �℄ 2 E are arbitrary,  > 0 is the same as in equation (1.1), and theonstant C is independent of [u; v℄ and [w; �℄.The following theorem shows that under the above assumptions equation (1.1)generates a dissipative semigroup in the energeti spae E.Theorem 1.1. Let the assumptions (1.4) and (1.5) hold. Then, for every �(0) :=[u(0); �tu(0)℄ 2 E, equation (1.1) has a unique global solution �(t) 2 C([0;1);E)and the following estimate is valid:(1.6) k�(t)k2E � Ck�(0)k2Ee�t + C1;where the onstants C and C1 depend only on F , A and . Consequently, equation(1.1) generates a semigroup(1.7) St : E! E; by St�(0) := �(t):Moreover, this semigroup is globally Lipshitz ontinuous with respet to the initialdata [u(0); �tu(0)℄ 2 E, i.e.(1.8) k�1(t)� �2(t)k2E � CeKtk�1(0)� �2(0)k2E;5



where K and C depend only on A,  and F (and they are independent of thesolutions u1(t) and u2(t) of problem (1.1)).If �(0) 2 E1, then the orresponding solution �(t) belongs to E1 for every t � 0and satis�es the following estimate:(1.9) k�(t)k2E1 � C2k�(0)k2E1e�t=8 + C3;for some positive onstants C2 and C3 whih depend only on A, F and .The proof of this theorem is quite standard, so we move it to Appendix A.Let us now verify that the semigroup St : E ! E possesses a global ompatattrator in the phase spae E. Reall that the set A � E is alled a global attratorfor the semigroup St : E! E if the following onditions are satis�ed:1. A is ompat in E;2. A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e. St E = E;3. A attrats bounded subsets of E as t!1, i.e. for every bounded B � E andevery neighborhood O(A) in E, there exists a number T = T (kBkE;O) suh that(1.10) StB � A; for t � T(see e.g. [BaV89,Tem97℄ for details).Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then semigroup (1.7)assoiated with the nonlinear hyperboli problem (1.1) possesses a global attratorA, whih is bounded in E1. This attrator is generated by all omplete boundedsolutions of (1.1):(1.11)A = f�(0); �(t) := [u(t); �tu(t)℄, t 2 R solves (1.1) and k�(t)kE � Cu, t 2 Rg:Proof. Aording to the abstrat attrator's existene theorem (see e.g. [BaV89℄)the theorem will be proven if we verify the following onditions on the semigroup St:1. St : E! E is ontinuous with respet to �(0) for every �xed t � 0;2. The semigroup St possesses a ompat attrating (in the sense of (1.10)) setK �� E.Let us verify these onditions. Indeed, the ontinuity of St is given by Theo-rem 1.1. So, we are left to verify the seond ondition. To this end, we split thesolution u(t) of (1.1) as follows: u(t) := v(t) + w(t), where v(t) is a solution of thefollowing problem:(1.12) � �2t v + ( + bA�1)�tv +A v +Mv � F (v; �tv) =Mu(t) + bA�1 �tu(t);[v; �tv℄��t=0 = 0:Here M � 1 and b � 1 are suÆiently large positive onstants whih will bespei�ed below.Consequently, the rest funtion w(t) satis�es the equation(1.13) � �2tw + ( + bA�1)�tw + Aw +Mw = l1(t)w + l2(t)�tw;[w; �tw℄��t=0 = �(0); 6



where(1.14) l1(t) := Z 10 F 0u(su(t) + (1� s)v(t); s�tu(t) + (1� s)�tv(t)) ds;l2(t) := Z 10 F 0�tu(su(t) + (1� s)v(t); s�tu(t) + (1� s)�tv(t)) ds:We will prove that kw(t)kE tends uniformly (with respet to small variations ininitial onditions) to zero, and v(t) enters some �xed ball in E1 as time grows.This ball is ompat in E, so it an be taken as a desired attrating set K.Let us �rst estimate w(t).Lemma 1.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, there exist largepositive onstants M = M(; F;A) and b = b(; F;A) suh that the solution w(t)of equation (1.13) satis�es the following estimate:(1.15) k[w(t); �tw(t)℄kE � C 0e��tk�(0)kE;for appropriate positive onstants C 0 and � whih are independent of u.Proof. Taking the inner produt in H of equation (1.13) with �tw + +bA�12 w(t),we derive the following relation:(1.16) �t�k�twk2H + kwk2H1 + �( + bA�1)w; �tw�+Mkwk2H	++ 2�k�twk2H + kwk2H1 +Mkwk2H + �( + bA�1)w; �tw� 	 = �bk�twk2H�1�� bkwk2H �Mbkwk2H�1 � 2 �k�twk2H + kwk2H1 +Mkwk2H�++ 2 �l1(t)w; �tw�+ 2 �l2(t)�tw; �tw�++ �l1(t)w; ( + bA�1)w�+ �l2(t)�tw; ( + bA�1)w��� 12 �( + bA�1)�tw; ( + 2bA�1)w� � hw(t):We reall that, by onditions (1.4) and formulas (1.14),(1.17) kl2(t)kL(H;H) + kl1(t)kL(H1;H) � C;where C is independent of u and t, and, by onditions (1.5),(1.18) �l2(t)�tw(t); �tw(t)� � 8k�twk2H + Ck�tw(t)k2H�1 :Estimating the right-hand side hw(t) of (1.16) by H�older inequality and taking intoaount estimates (1.17) and (1.18), we obtain(1.19) hw(t) � �C � 12b� k�tw(t)k2H�1 + �C 0(1 + b3)�M� kwk2H;where C and C 0 are two positive onstants whih depend only on , F and A, butare independent of b, M and u. Fixing now the onstants M and b in suh a waythat b = 2C ; M � C 0(1 + b3);7



we obtain the inequality hw(t) � 0. Moreover, without loss of generality we assumethat M is hosen in suh a way that, in addition,j �( + bA�1)w; �tw� j � 12 �k�twk2H +Mkwk2H� :Applying now the Gronwall's inequality to (1.16), we obtain (1.15). Lemma 1.1 isproven.Now we are ready to estimate the solution v(t) of equation (1.12). We rewritethis equation in the following equivalent form:(1.20) � �2t v + �tv + A v � F (v; �tv) =Mw(t) + bA�1 �tw(t) := hM;b(t);[v; �tv℄��t=0 := 0;We note that equation (1.20) is a nonautonomous analogue of equation (1.1). More-over, due to Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.1, the funtion hM;b(t) an be estimatedas follows:(1.21) khM;b(t)k2H1 + k�thM;b(t)k2H � CM;b �1 + k�(0)k2Ee��t� ;for an appropriate onstant CM;b whih is independent of u. Consequently, usingestimate (1.21) and the fat that v(0) = 0, �tv(0) = 0, arguing exatly as in theproof of Theorem 1.1 (see Appendix A), we obtain that the solution [v; �tv℄ of (1.12)belongs to the spae C(R+ ;E1) and satis�es the estimate(1.22) k[v(t); �tv(t)℄kE1 � C� �k�(0)kEe��t + 1� ;for some positive onstants � and C� whih depend on M and , but are indepen-dent of u.Estimates (1.15) and (1.22) imply that the setK := f� 2 E1; k�kE1 � 2C�gis a ompat (in E) attrating set for the semigroup St. Thus, all onditions of theabstrat attrator's existene theorem are veri�ed and Theorem 1.2 is proven.Remark 1.1. We reall that our onditions (1.4) and (1.5) imply that the op-erator F (along with its �rst derivatives F 0u and F 0�tu) is globally bounded ask�kE ! 1. This is enough for our purposes sine in our examples of sharp up-per and lower bounds for the attrator's dimension (see Setion 4) the nonlinearityF has a bounded support. So, for simpliity, we restrit ourselves to the lassof globally bounded nonlinearities, although more general nonlinearities (see e.g.[GhT87,Fei95,Tem97℄) an be treated in the same way.Remark 1.2. We note that onditions (1.4) and (1.5) are, obviously, satis�ed if(1.23) F 2 C1b (E�Æ;H);for some positive exponent Æ. In the sequel, we will often use this more strongondition (1.23) instead of onditions (1.4) and (1.5).8



x2 Upper bounds for the attrator's dimension.In this Setion we show, using the standard volume ontration tehnique, thatthe attrator A of (1.1) onstruted in the previous Setion has �nite Hausdor� andfratal dimensions, and we obtain some estimates for this dimension in terms of thedissipative parameter . To this end, we need the following assumption: there isan exponent � > 0 and two positive onstants C1 and C2 suh that(2.1) C1i2� � �i � C2i2�; i 2 N ;where 0 < �1 � �2 � � � � are the eigenvalues of the operator A.Remark 2.1. We note that assumption (2.1) is always satis�ed if A is an ellip-ti di�erential operator in a bounded domain 
 � Rn with a suÆiently smoothboundary and H := L2(
) (see e.g. [Tri78℄). Moreover, in this ase � := k2n , wherek is the order of A.In order to formulate the abstrat theorem for estimating the dimension of in-variant sets, we need the following de�nition.De�nition 2.1. A map S : A! A, where A is a subset of a ertain Banah spaeE is alled uniformly quasidi�erentiable on A if for any � 2 E there is a linearoperator S0(�) : E! E (the quasidi�erential) suh that(2.2) kS(�1)� S(�2)� S0(�1)(�1 � �2)kE = o(k�1 � �2kE)holds uniformly with respet to �1; �2 2 A. It is also assumed that(2.3) sup�2A kS0(�)kL(E;E) <1 and S0 2 C(A;L(E;E)):Theorem 2.1. Let St be a semigroup in a ertain Hilbert spae E and let A � E bea ompat stritly invariant set of this semigroup (StA = A). Let us suppose alsothat the semigroup St is uniformly quasidi�erentiable on A for some �xed t = Tand the following inequality holds for some positive integer d:(2.4) !d(A) := sup�2A!d(S0T (�)) < 1;where !d(L) := k�dLk�d E is the norm of the d-th exterior power of the operatorL in the Hilbert spae �d E (see e.g. [Tem97℄). Then the fratal dimension of A is�nite in E. Moreover,(2.5) dimH(A;E) � dimF (A;E) � d:For the proof of this theorem see [Tem97℄ for the ase of Hausdor� dimensionand [Han96,BlI99,ChI02℄ for the fratal dimension.Lemma 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, semigroup (1.7),assoiated with hyperboli equation (1.1) is uniformly quasidi�erentiable on the at-trator A and its quasidi�erential S0t(�(0)) at �(0) 2 A is de�ned via the followingstandard expression:(2.6) S0t(�(0))� := [v(t); �tv(t)℄; where � 2 E9



and v(t) is a solution of the equation of variations(2.7) ( �2t v + �tv +A v = F 0u(u(t); �tu(t))v(t) + F 0�tu(u(t); �tu(t))�tv(t);[v; �tv℄��t=0 = �; [u(t); �tu(t)℄ := St�(0):The assertion of the lemma is ompletely standard, so we move its proof intoAppendix A.Thus, aording to Theorem 2.1, for estimating the dimension of A it is suÆientto estimate the norms of d-external powers for solving operator of equation ofvariations assoiated with the hyperboli problem (1.1). To this end, following[GhT87℄, we introdue a new variable �(t) := �tu+ 2u(t) and rewrite system (1.1)in the equivalent form in variables [u; �℄ 2 E. We obtain(2.8) �t�u� � = � �2u+ �F (u; � � 2u) + 24 u� Au� 2 �� :Thus, instead of applying Theorem 2.1 to the initial system in [u; �tu℄ variableswe will use it for the transformed system (2.8) (sine these systems are linearlyequivalent, they have equivalent attrators whose dimensions oinide).The equation of variations for the transformed system, obviously, has the form(2.9) �t�(t) = L(u(t); �tu(t))�(t); [u(t); �tu(t)℄ := St�(0);where(2.10) L := � �2 ; 1�A+24 + F 0u(�)� 2F 0�tu(�) ; �2 + F 0�tu(�)� :In order to estimate the exterior powers of solving operator S0T (�(0)) : � ! �(T ) oflinear problem (2.9), we use the following standard lemma (see [GhT87℄ or [Tem97℄).Lemma 2.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold. Then(2.11) !d(S0T (�(0)) � eR T0 TrdfL(�(t))g dt; �(t) := St�(0);where Trd(L) means the d-dimensional trae of the operator L : E! E in E, i.e.(2.12) Trd(L) := sup� dXi=1 (L�i; �i)E : k�ikE = 1; (�i; �j)E = 0 for i 6= j	:Now we are in a position to estimate the fratal dimension of the attrator Aof hyperboli equation (1.1). For simpliity, we assume that the nonlinearity Fsatis�es ondition (1.23) and estimate the orresponding dimension in terms ofparameters , � (introdued in (2.1)) and Æ (introdued in (1.23)). (In the generalase of onditions (1.4) and (1.5), this dimension an be analogously estimated interms of , � and the onstant C de�ned in (1.5).)10



Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition, thenonlinearity F satis�es (1.23). Then, the fratal dimension of the attrator A is�nite in E and an be estimated, as  ! 0, as follows(2.13) dimF (A;E) � CN() := C8<: � 2�Æ ; �Æ < 1;�2 ln 1 ; �Æ = 1;�2 ; �Æ > 1;where C is independent of  ! 0, Æ > 0 and � > 0.Proof. Aording to Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, it is suÆient to prove that(2.14) sup�2A TrdfL(�)g < 0; for some d � CN():In order to show this, we �rst estimate the quadrati form, assoiated with theoperator L, using the assumptions (1.23) and Shwartz inequality(2.15) (L�; �)E = �2 k�uk2H1 + (��;A �u)� (��;A �u) + 24 (�u; ��)++ �(F 0u � 2F 0�tu)�u; ���� 2k��k2H + �F 0�tu��; ��� �� �4 �k�uk2H1 + k��k2H�+ ~C�1 �k�uk2H1�Æ + k��k2H�Æ� := (B�; �) ;where � := [�u; ��℄ 2 E, the operator B is de�ned asB := 4 �� Id+4 ~C�2A�Æ=2 ; 00 ; � Id+4 ~C�2A�Æ=2�and the onstant ~C is independent of , Æ and � 2 E.It follows now from (2.15) that for any d 2 N ,(2.16) TrdfLg � TrdfBg:We now observe that the operator B is selfadjoint, hene, by the lassial min�maxpriniple (see e.g. [Tem97℄), its traes an be immediately expressed in terms of itseigenvalues, namely,(2.17) TrdfBg = 2  �d+ 4 ~C�2 dXi=1 ��Æ=2i ! ;where �i are the eigenvalues of A. The estimate (2.14) is an immediate orollary of(2.15){(2.17) and of the assumption (2.1) on the asymptotis of �i. Theorem 2.2 isproven.The following theorem shows that the estimate (2.13) an be essentially improvedif the additional regularity of the nonlinear term F is known.11



Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition,(2.18) F 2 C1b (E�s�1=2;Hs+1=2);where s > �1=2 is some regularity exponent. Then, the dimension of the orre-sponding attrator A an be estimated via(2.19) dimF (A;E) � C18<: � 2�(2s+1) ; �(s+ 1=2) < 1;�1 ln 1 ; �(s+ 1=2) = 1;�1 ; �(s+ 1=2) > 1;where the onstant C1 depends on s and F , but is independent of .Proof. Indeed, due to ondition (2.18), we have the following estimates:(2.20) j (F 0u(u; �tu)�u; ��) j � kF 0u(u; �tu)�ukHs+1=2k��kH�s�1=2 �� C �k�uk2H�s+1=2 + k��k2H�s�1=2� ;and, analogously,(2.21) �F 0�tu(u; �tu)��; ��� � kF 0�tu(u; �tu)��kHs+1=2k��kH�s�1=2 � Ck��k2H�s�1=2 ;where the onstant C depends only on F . Estimates (2.20) and (2.21) allow toimprove (2.15) in the following way:(L�; �)E � (Bs�; �)E ;where Bs := 4 �� Id+ ~C�1A�(s+1=2)=2 ; 00 ; � Id+ ~C�1A�(s+1=2)=2� ;for some onstant ~C > 0 whih is independent of  (the term  �F 0�tu�u; ��� in(2.15) is of order  and does not require additional estimates).Computing now the d-dimensional trae of the operator Bs in terms of the eigen-values �i, using asymptotis (2.1) for them and arguing as in the end of Theorem2.1 we derive the improved estimate (2.19). End of the proof.Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition,(2.18) be satis�ed with the exponent s > 1�� 12 . Then, the dimension of the attratorA possesses the following upper bound:(2.22) dimF (A;E) � C�1 as  ! 0;where the onstant C is independent of .Let us now introdue the lass S of smoothing nonlinearities F .De�nition 2.2. A nonlinear operator F : E! H belongs to the lass S= S(Ck;m)if, for every m 2 R+ , this operator belongs to C1(E�m;Hm) and the followingestimates valid, for every k 2 N [ f0g:(2.23) kFkCkb (E�m;Hm) � Ck;m;for appropriate onstants Ck;m. 12



Corollary 2.2. Let the eigenvalues of the operator A satisfy ondition (2.1) andlet the nonlinearity F belong to the lass S. Then, the fratal dimension of the or-responding global attrator A assoiated with equation (1.1) possesses the followingupper estimate:(2.24) dimF (A;E) � C 1 ;where the onstant C depend on onstants C1;m (de�ned in (2.23)) and on onstantsC1, C2 and � (de�ned in (2.1)), but are independent of .Remark 2.2. In Setion 4, we will show that even in the ase of extremely regularnonlinearities F 2 S, the dimension of the attrator A indeed may have the rategrowth � �1 as  ! 0. So, estimate (2.24) is indeed sharp with respet to  ! 0.x3 Bifurations of a homolini loop and Lyapunov dimension.In this Setion, we onsider bifurations of a ertain type of homolini loops;the results will be essentially used in the next Setion in order to obtain sharp lowerbounds for the fratal dimension of the attrator A in the lass S.In ontrast to the previous Setions, we onsider here �nite-dimensional systemsof ODE's, namely, systems of the following form:(3.1) _y = A y + F(y); y 2 Rn ;where the nonlinearity F(y) belongs to C1(Rn ;Rn) and satis�es(3.2) F(0) = F0(0) = 0:We assume that the matrix A 2 L(Rn ;Rn ) has only one eigenvalue to the rightof the imaginary axis. By saling the time variable in (3.1) we an always makethis eigenvalue equal to 1. The rest of the spetrum onsists of m pairs of omplexeigenvalues (��1 � !1; : : : ;��m � !m) and (n � 2m � 1) eigenvalues whose realparts are less than some ��m+1 < ��m. Here m is some positive integer suh that2m + 1 � n, and � = (�1; � � � ; �m) 2 Rm and ! = (!1; � � � ; !m) 2 Rm are givenvetors satisfying the ondition(3.3) 0 < �1 � �2 � � � � � �m < 1; !k > 0; k = 1; � � � ;m:We assume that the matrix A an be brought to the following form by a lineartransformation of oordinates:(3.4) A := 0BBBB� 1 0 0 � � � 00 R1 0 � � � 0... ... . . . ... ...0 � � � 0 Rm 00 � � � 0 0 A
1CCCCA ; Rk := ���k !k�!k ��k � ;where the matrix A 2 L(Rn�2m�1 ;Rn�2m�1) satis�es the spetral assumption:(3.5) Re�(A) � ��m+1 with �m+1 > �m:13



Suh transformation an always be done when all !'s are di�erent. We, however,prefer not to make this assumption. Instead, we simply assume that the matrix Ais in the form (3.4).Aordingly, denoting y = (z; (u1; v1); � � � ; (um; vm); w), system (3.1) is writtenin the following form :(3.6) 8>>><>>>: _z = z + : : : ;_uk = ��kuk + !kvk + : : : ;_vk = �!kuk � �kvk + : : : ; k = 1; : : : ;m;_w = Aw + : : : ;where the dots in (3.6) stand for the nonlinearities, i.e. for the terms vanishing atthe origin along with their �rst derivatives.By onstrution, system (3.1) has a hyperboli equilibrium at the origin O :y = 0. Moreover, the unstable manifold Wu(O) is one-dimensional here, and it istangent to the z-axis at the origin. WunO onsists of two orbits (the separatries)whih leave the origin at t = �1 in the opposite diretions. We assume that oneof the separatries whih leaves O towards positive z (we denote this separatrix as�) returns to the origin as t! +1, thus it forms a homolini loop.The system under onsideration has an (n�2m�1)-dimensional smooth invariantstrong-stable manifoldW ss whih is tangent at O to the w-spae and whih onsistsof all orbits whih tend to O faster than e��mt (see e.g. [ShShTCh98℄). We assumethat the homolini loop � belongs to W ss, i.e. it enters O being tangent to thew-spae. Note that this is a bifuration of odimension (2m + 1), so we studyhere a problem whih is, at large m, very degenerate from the point of view of theonventional bifuration theory. However, the homolini loops of these type arequite typial for integrable equations with damping (see e.g. system (4.7) in thenext Setion).Finally, we assume that(3.7) 2�1 + 2�2 + � � �+ 2�m < 1; 2�1 + 2�2 + � � �+ 2�m + �m+1 > 1:Remark 3.1. We note that inequalities (3.5) and (3.7) imply that the ow de�nedby (3.6) ontrats (2m+2)-dimensional volumes near O while (2m+1)-dimensionalvolumes are not ontrated. Thus, the Lyapunov dimension dimL(A ) of system (3.1)at the origin possesses the estimates (see e.g. [Tem97℄):2m+ 1 < dimL(A 0) < 2m+ 2:The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Let R := f�1; � � � ; �2mg be anarbitrary set of 2m non-zero omplex numbers suh that if � belongs to the setR, then its omplex-onjugate �� belongs to R as well. Then, by an arbitrarilysmall C1-perturbation of system (3.1), a periodi orbit with 2m multipliers equalto �1; : : : ; �2m and with the rest of the multipliers inside the unit irle an beborn from the homolini loop, i.e. for an arbitrarily small neighborhood V of thehomolini loop �, for every " > 0 and every r 2 N, there exists a C1-funtion G "satisfying the inequality kG " � (A 0 + F)kCk (Rn;Rn) � ";14



suh that the perturbed system _y = G "(y) possesses a periodi orbit of the typedesribed above, whih lies in V.Proof. Let us �rst loally straighten invariant manifolds Wu, W s and W ss � W s,i.e. we make a oordinate transformation in a small neighborhood of the originsuh that the system takes, loally, the form(3.8) 8>>><>>>: _z = z(1 + p(y));_uk = ��kuk + !kvk + fk(y) � (u; v; w);_vk = �!kuk � �kvk + gk(y) � (u; v; w); k = 1; : : : ;m;_w = (A+ q(y))wwhere the funtions fk(y), gk(y), p(y), q(y) vanish at the origin. In these o-ordinates we have Wulo = f(uk; vk) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ;m); w = 0g, W slo = fz = 0g,W sslo = fz = 0; (uk; vk) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ;m)g, so the invariant manifolds are straight-ened indeed. When the system is brought to this form, we an freely hange theharateristi exponents (i.e. ��k�i!k and the eigenvalues of A) by loalized smallperturbations, without destroying the homolini loop. Indeed, we may arbitrarilyadd small loalized perturbations to the oeÆients �k; !k and A in (3.8), and thiswill not move the loal invariant manifolds Wulo, W slo, W sslo. Thus, by applyingperturbations of this kind, we will still have a homolini loop whih enters O lyingin W sslo. So, we may always assume that(3.9) �1 < �2 < � � � < �m < �m+1:Moreover, we may always ahieve by an arbitrarily small suh perturbation thatthe set of harateristi exponents is non-resonant. After that is done, Sternberg'stheorem (see e.g. [KaH95℄) is applied whih means that we an make a smoothoordinate transformation whih makes the system linear in a small neighborhoodof O, i.e. the system takes, loally, the form(3.10) 8>>><>>>: _z = z;_uk = ��kuk + !kvk;_vk = �!kuk � �kvk; k = 1; : : : ;m;_w = Aw:In other words, after the above transformations, our equation reads as(3.11) _y = A (!)y + F(y); y := (z; u1; v1; � � � ; un; vn; w) 2 Rn ;with the matrix A given by (3.4) (from now on, we �x �'s satisfying (3.7) and (3.9),but we will vary the values of !1; : : : ; !m, therefore we indiate the dependene of Aon ! expliitly). The smooth nonlinear funtion F vanishes in some neighbourhoodO of the origin(3.12) F(y) � 0 for y 2 O:Thus, by onstrution, the intersetion of the homolini loop � with O onsists oftwo piees. The �rst piee, orresponding to the large negative times, oinides with15



the positive loal z-axis, and the seond piee, orresponding to the large positivet, lies in the w-spae.Solution of (3.10) whih starts in O at a point (z0; u01; v01; : : : ; u0m; v0m; w0) iswritten as(3.13) z(t) = z0et;uk(t) = e��kt(u0k os!kt+ v0k sin!kt);vk(t) = e��kt(�u0k sin!kt+ v0k os!kt);w(t) = eAtw0:We take some small d > 0 and onsider two ross-setions to the homolini loop:�out = fz = dg and �in = fkwkA = dg where the metri kwkA in the w-spaeRn�2m�1 is de�ned as follows:kwk2A := Z 10 keAtwk2 dtand k � k is a standard norm in Rn�2m�1 . Then, obviously,ddt (kwk2A) = �2kwk2 < 0;and, onsequently, every nonzero solution w = w(t) of equation _w = Aw intersetstransversely the ellipsoid kwkA = d at a unique point. Therefore, the Poinaresetion �in is, indeed, well de�ned. Let also w0 orrespond to the intersetionpoint of the homolini loop with �in, and let � 2 Rn�2m�2 be loal oordinateson the ellipsoid kwkA = d near w0, i.e. there is a smooth funtion W : Rn�2m�2 !Rn�2m�1 suh that kW(�)kA � d, W(0) = w0 and W 0(0) = Id. We introdue theloal oordinates for M 2 �in and �M 2 �out as followsM(Z; u1; v1; � � � ; um; vm; �) := (d � Z; u1; v1; � � � ; um; vm;W(�));�M(�u1; �v1; � � � ; �um; �vm; �w) := (d; �u1; �v1; � � � ; �um; �vm; �w)Aording to (3.13), the orbit of a point M 2 �in with Z > 0 reahes �out at themoment of time t = � lnZ, and the intersetion of the orbit with �out is the point(3.14) �M := T lo! (M) := 0BBBBB� Z�1(u1 os!1 lnZ � v1 sin!1 lnZ)Z�1(u1 sin!1 lnZ + v1 os!1 lnZ): : :Z�k(uk os!k lnZ � vk sin!k lnZ)Z�k(uk sin!k lnZ + vk os!k lnZ)Z�AW(�)
1CCCCCAwhih de�nes the loal Poinare map T lo! : �in \ fZ > 0g ! �out.Analogously, the orbits starting on �out lose to the origin follow the homoliniloop, so they ome to the ross-setion �in in �nite time. These orbits de�ne aglobal Poinar�e map T glo0 : �out ! �in whih is a di�eomorphism (sine it is de�nedby orbits of a smooth ow in a �nite time and sine the trajetories interset �intransversely). Thus, the linear operator(3.15) T0 := dd �MT glo0 (0)16



is invertible and, due to our hoie of oordinates in �in and �out,(3.16) T glo0 (0) = 0:Moreover, without loss of generality we assume that T0 2 L(Rn�2m�2 ;Rn�2m�2)an be represented as follows:(3.17) T0 = L0 � U0;where U0 and L0 are upper- and lower-triangular matries respetively:
(3.18) L0 = 0BBBBBBBB�

L011 0 : : :L021 L022 0 : : :L031 L032 L033 0 : : :. . .: : : : : : : : :
1CCCCCCCCA ; U0 = 0BBBBBBBB�

U011 U012 U013 : : :0 U022 U023 : : :: : : 0 U033 : : :0 .. .: : : : : : : : :
1CCCCCCCCA :

Indeed, deomposition (3.17) is well known for generi invertible matries T0 (andan be obtained e.g. via lassial Gauss diagonalization proedure). If T0 is notgeneri, we an always put it in a general position by an arbitrarily small pertur-bation of (3.11) whih is loalized outside the d-neighbourhood of the origin andpreserves the homolini loop (using the standard ow-box tehnique). Note that(3.19) U0ii 6= 0; L0ii 6= 0; for i = 1; � � � ; n� 2m� 2;sine T0 is invertible.We now onsider an (m+n�1)-parameter family of small smooth perturbationsof the system (3.11), namely for every ! 2 Rm whih is suÆiently lose to theoriginal vetor ! := !0 and for every suÆiently small � 2 Rn�1 , we onsider thefollowing family of equations:(3.20) _y = A (!)y + F�;! (y):We assume that the funtion F�;! is smooth with respet to all variables and satis�esthe assumptions(3.21) F�;! (y) � 0 for y 2 O, and F0;0(y) � F(y);where F(y) is de�ned in (3.11). Then, for suÆiently small � and (! � !0), theglobal Poinare map T glo�;! : �out ! �in is well de�ned and smooth. We assumethat the perturbation (3.20) is suh that this global Poinare map is written, in asmall neighborhood of the origin in �out, as follows:(3.22) T glo�;!( �M) = � + T glo0 ( �M);i.e. the only e�et of the perturbation in the nonlinearity F is an additive term inthe global map (see (3.16)). Obviously, suh a family of perturbations exists (one17



an onstrut it by the ow-box tehnique). Sine the global map is insensitive tohanges in ! we will further use the notation T glo� .It is obvious, that for every frequeny vetor ! whih is suÆiently lose to!0 and for every M 2 �in \ fZ > 0g whih is suÆiently lose to 0 (in our loaloordinates on �in) there exists a perturbation parameter � suh that system (3.20)possesses a periodi orbit whih intersets with �in at the given point M . Indeed,note that, due to our onstrution, �xed points M with Z > 0 of the �rst-returnmap(3.23) T�;!(M) := T glo� (T lo! (M)); T�;! : �in ! �in;orrespond to periodi orbits of the system (3.20). Thus, we must �nd the value of� for whih the given point M is the �xed point of map (3.23). It remains to notethat the �xed point equation T�;!M =M reasts, by virtue of (3.22),(3.23), as thefollowing relation(3.24) � =M � T glo0 (T lo! (M))whih indeed de�nes � uniquely, given ! and M .Our next step is to ompute the multipliers of the periodi orbit in dependeneon ! and M . By de�nition, these multipliers are the eigenvalues of the derivativewith respet to M of the �rst-return map (3.23):(3.25) P (!;M) := ddM T�;!(M)���=�(!;M) = T!;M Æ Z(!;M)where(3.26) T!;M := dd �MT glo� ( �M)���=�(!;M); �M=T lo! (M); Z(!;M) := ddM T lo! (M):AsM tends to the point (Z; u1; v1; � � � ; um; vm; �) = 0 (this is the point of interse-tion of the homolini loop � with the ross-setion �in at � = 0), we have �! 0,by virtue of (3.24),(3.14),(3.16). Thus, as ! ! !0, M ! 0, the matrix T!;M tendsto the matrix T0 de�ned by (3.15).On the other hand, di�erentiating (3.14) with respet to M , we obtain
(3.27) Z(!;M) = 0BBBBBBBBBB�

Z�1�1 os(!1 lnZ + '1)�1 R1(Z) 0 : : : 0Z�1�1 sin(!1 lnZ + '1)�1Z�2�1 os(!2 lnZ + '2)�2 0 R2(Z) : : : 0Z�2�1 sin(!2 lnZ + '2)�2... ... ... . . . ...�AZA�I 0 0 : : : Z�A
1CCCCCCCCCCA ;

where we denote(3.28) Rk(Z; !) = Z�k 0� os!k lnZ � sin!k lnZsin!k lnZ os!k lnZ 1A18



and use, notationally, polar oordinates (�k; 'k) instead of (uk; vk) in the followingway:(3.29) uk = �krk os('k �  k); vk = �krk sin('k �  k);with(3.30) rk := (�2k + !2k)1=2; os k = �k=rk and sin k = !k=rk:In the sequel, we will study the eigenvalues of the matrix P (!;M) de�ned by (3.25)for (!;M) of some speial form only. To be more preise, we �x some positivenumbers �k, k = 1; � � � ;m, suh that(3.31) 1� 2�1 � � � � � 2�m > �1 > �2 > � � � > �m >> �1 �minf�2 � �1; �3 � �2; : : : ; �m � �m�1; �m+1 � �mg;(suh numbers exist due to assumption (3.7)). Then, we �x(3.32) �k = Z�k :Moreover, we onsider the perturbations of the frequeny vetor !0 in the form(3.33) !(�!) := !0 + (lnZ)�1�!;where �! 2 [��; 3�℄m. Then, for every small positive Z � 1, every �! 2 [��; 3�℄mand every � = (�1; � � � ; �m) 2 [��; 3�℄m, the point M = M(Z; �!; �) is de�ned asfollows:(3.34) M(Z; �!; �) := y = (d � Z; �1r1 os(�1 �  1); �1r1 sin(�1 �  1); � � �� � � ; �mrm os(�m �  m); �mrm sin(�m �  m);W(0));where the parameters �k = �k(Z), ! = !(�!), rk = rk(�!) and  k =  k(�!) arede�ned by (3.32), (3.33) and (3.30).Thus, we onsider �nally the (2m + 1)-parameter family of perturbations ofequation (3.11) whih orresponds to the hoie of M of the form (3.34) and !in the form (3.33) with small positive Z � 1 and arbitrary �!; � 2 [��; 3�℄m andstudy the matrix (3.25) only for suh (!;M). In order to simplify the notations,we write in the sequel P (Z; �!; �) instead of P (!(�!);M(Z; �!; �)), Z(Z; �!; �) insteadof Z(!(�!);M(Z; �!; �)) and so on. It is obvious that our family of perturbations is,indeed, arbitrarily small when Z ! +0.The next lemma gives the priniple part of the asymptoti expansions of theoeÆients of the harateristi polynomial for the matrix P (Z; �!; �) as Z ! +0.Lemma 3.2. Let(3.35) PZ;�!;�(�) := det(� Id�P (Z; �!; �)) :== �n �M1�n�1 +M2�n�2 + � � �+ (�1)nMn19



be the harateristi polynomial of the matrix P (Z; �!; �) de�ned by (3.25). Thenthe following formulas are valid for the oeÆients Mk of this polynomial:
(3.36)

M2k�1(Z; �!; �) = 0�2k�1Yj=1 L0jj1A �0�2k�2Yj=1 U0jj1AZ�1+2�1+���+2�k�1+�k+�k�� �U02k�1;2k�1 os(!0k lnZ + 'k + �!k)++ U02k�1;2k sin(!0k lnZ + 'k + �!k) + M 2k�1(Z; �!; �)�;M2k(Z; �!; �) = 0�2k�1Yj=1 L0jj1A �0� 2kYj=1U0jj1AZ�1+2�1+���+2�k+�k�� �� L02k;2k sin'k + L02k+1;2k os'k + M 2k (Z; �!; �)�for k = 1; � � � ;m, and(3.37) Mk = M k (Z; �!; �)for k > 2m. Here L0ij and U0ij are the entries of the lower- and, respetively, upper-triangular matries de�ned by (3.17). The funtions M k are smooth with respet to(�!; �) and Z > 0, and they tend to zero, along with their derivatives with respetto (�!; �), as Z ! +0.Proof. We reall that the matrix TZ;�!;� := T(!(�!);M(Z;�!;�)) in (3.25) is lose to thematrix T0, hene it an be deomposed, analogously to (3.17):(3.38) TZ;�!;� = LZ;�!;� � UZ;�!;�;where U and L are upper- and lower-triangular matries respetively:
(3.39) L = 0BBBBBBBB�

L11 0 : : :L21 L22 0 : : :L31 L32 L33 0 : : :. . .: : : : : : : : :
1CCCCCCCCA ; U = 0BBBBBBBB�

U11 U12 U13 : : :0 U22 U23 : : :: : : 0 U33 : : :0 . . .: : : : : : : : :
1CCCCCCCCA :

Moreover, the entries Uij = Uij(Z; �!; �) and Lij = Lij(Z; �!; �) are smooth withrespet to all arguments and are lose to the orresponding entries U0ij and L0ij asZ � 1.We now note that the matrix(3.40) C = C(Z; �!; �) := U � Z(Z; �!; �) � Lis similar to P (Z; �!; �) = L � U � Z(Z; �!; �) and, onsequently, these two matrieshave the same harateristi polynomials. So, we ompute below the harateristi20



polynomial of the matrix C de�ned by (3.40). In order to do so, we reall thatassumptions (3.9), (3.31) and (3.32) imply the following inequalities:(3.41) Z � �1 � �2 � � � � � �m � 1;Z�1�1 � Z�2�2 � : : :Z�m�m � Z�m+1 ;Z�1 � Z�2 � : : : Z�m � Z�m+1 ;if Z � 1. Sine the matries U and L are upper- and lower-triangular, the entriesof the matrix C are given by the following formula(3.42) Cij = nXm=i nXk=jZmkUimLkj :Computing by (3.27) and (3.42), and using (3.41), it is easy to verify that thematrix C de�ned by (3.40) is estimated as follows:
(3.43)

0BBBBBBBBBBBB�
O(Z�1�1�1) O(Z�1) O(Z�1) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�3) : : :O(Z�1�1�1) O(Z�1) O(Z�1) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�3) : : :O(Z�2�1�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�3) : : :O(Z�2�1�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�2) O(Z�3) : : :... ... ... ... ... . . .

1CCCCCCCCCCCCA ;
i.e. its entries are estimated as follows:(3.44) Ci1 = O(Z�k(i)�1�k(i)); Cij = O(Z�s(i;j)) (j � 2);where we denote(3.45) k(i) = 8>>>><>>>>: 1 at i = 1; 2;2 at i = 3; 4;...m at i = 2m� 1; 2m;m+ 1 at i > 2m;and
(3.46) s(i; j) = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

m+ 1 at i > 2mor (at i � 2m)k(i) at j = 2; : : : ; 2k(i) + 1;k(i) + 1 at j = 2k(i) + 2; 2k(i) + 3;...m at j = 2m; 2m+ 1;m+ 1 at j > 2m+ 1:We also denote here �m+1 = 1. 21



We reall now that the p-th oeÆient Mp = Mp(Z; �!; �), p = 1; � � � ; n ofthe harateristi polynomial (3.35) an be represented as a sum of all main (ordiagonal) minors of order p of the matrix C de�ned by (3.40), i.e.(3.47) Mp = X1�i1<i2<���<���<ip�nMi1;:::;ip(C);where the minor Mi1;:::;ip(C) is the determinant of the matrix obtained as theintersetion of the raws with the numbers i1; : : : ; ip and the olumns with the samenumbers.Our task now is to show that the major ontribution to Mp at Z � 1 is givenby the minor M1;2;��� ;p. Indeed, it follows from (3.44) that all the entries Cij withi > 1 vanish at Z = 0 and, onsequently, all the diagonal minors Mi1;:::;ip(C) withi1 > 1 tend to zero as Z ! 0. For the minorsMi1=1;i2;:::;ip(C) we use the followingformula:(3.48) Mi1=1;i2;:::;ip = Z�k1+�k2+���+�kp�1�kp � det C1;i2;:::;ipwhere we denote kq � k(iq) (see (3.45)), and
(3.49) C1;i2;:::;ip = 0BBBBBBBB�

Z1��1��1kp C11 Z��1C1i2 : : : Z��1C1ipZ1��k2��1kp Ci21 Z��k2Ci2i2 : : : Z��k2Ci2ip... ... . . . ...Z1��kp��1kp Cip1 Z��kpCipi2 : : : Z��kpCipip
1CCCCCCCCA :

By (3.41) and (3.43), all the entries of the matrix C are bounded from above, so wehave(3.50) M1;i2;:::;ip(C) = O(Z�k1+�k2+���+�kp�1�kp):If p � 2m+ 1, this estimate gives us(3.51) M1;i2;:::;ip(C) = O(Z2�1+2�2+���+2�m+�m+1�1);so, by virtue of our assumption (3.7), all the diagonal minors of order 2m+ 1 andlarger tend to zero as Z ! +0, whih proves (3.37).Let us now onsider the ase p � 2m. We note that when i dereases at least on2, the orresponding value of �k(i) will also derease. Thus, it follows from (3.41)and (3.50) that the main ontribution to the oeÆient Mp (p � 2m) is given bythe minor M1;2;:::;p(C) in ase p is even, and by the two minors M1;2;:::;p�1;p(C)and M1;2;:::;p�1;p+1(C) in ase p is odd (and p > 1). Moreover, we laim that(3.52) M1;2;��� ;2(l�1);2l = Z�1+2�1+���+2�l�2+2�l�1+�l+�lO(Z");for some " > 0. Indeed, aording to (3.31),(3.32), (3.45),�k(i)��1l = O(Z�k(i)��l)� 1 and Z��k(i)Ci;2l = O(Z�l��k(i))� 1;22



for i � 2(l � 1). Consequently, the matrix C1;��� ;2(l�1);2l(C) de�ned via (3.49) anbe rewritten as follows:C1;��� ;2(l�1);2l = 0BBBB� 0 O(1) � � � O(1) 00 O(1) � � � O(1) 0... ... � � � ... ...0 O(1) � � � O(1) 0O(1) O(1) � � � O(1) O(1)
1CCCCA+ O(Z");

whih implies (3.59), sine the determinant of the matrix in the right-hand side ofthe last formula is, obviously, zero. Thus, we have proved that(3.53) M2k�1 =M1;��� ;2k�1(C) + Z�1+2�1+���+2�k�1+�k+�kO(Z");M2k =M1;2;��� ;2k(C) + Z�1+2�1+���+2�k+�kO(Z") (k = 1; � � � ;m)for some small positive onstant " > 0. It remains to ompute the determinantsM1;��� ;p for p = 1; � � � ; 2m.To this end, aording to (3.41) and (3.44), we rewrite the formula (3.49) forC1;��� ;2l�1 and C1;��� ;2l (l = 1; � � � ;m) as follows:(3.54) C1;��� ;2l�1 =
= 0BBBBBB� 0 Z��1C12 Z��1C13 0 0 0 � � �0 Z��1C22 Z��1C23 0 0 0 � � �0 O(1) O(1) Z��2C34 Z��2C35 0 � � �0 O(1) O(1) Z��2C44 Z��2C45 0 � � �... ... ... ... ... . . . ...Z1��l��1l C2l�1;1 O(1) � � � � � � � � � � � � O(1)

1CCCCCCA+O(Z");and(3.55) C1;��� ;2l =0BBBBBBBBB�
0 Z��1C12 Z��1C13 0 0 0 � � �0 Z��1C22 Z��1C23 0 0 0 � � �0 O(1) O(1) Z��2C34 Z��2C35 0 � � �0 O(1) O(1) Z��2C44 Z��2C45 0 � � �... ... ... ... ... . . . ...Z1��l��1l C2l�1;1 O(1) � � � � � � � � � O(1) Z��lC2l�1;2lZ1��l��1l C2l;1 O(1) � � � � � � � � � O(1) Z��lC2l;2l

1CCCCCCCCCA
+O(Z"):23



Sine all the entries of C1;:::;p are bounded, we obtain from (3.48),(3.54) and(3.55)(3.56) M1;��� ;2k�1 = C2k�1;1 � k�1Yl=1 ����C2l�1;2l C2l�1;2l+1C2l;2l C2l;2l+1 ����++ Z�1+2�1+���+2�k�1+�k+�kO(Z");and(3.57) M1;��� ;2k = ����C2k�1;1 C2k�1;2kC2k;1 C2k;2k ����� k�1Yl=1 ����C2l�1;2l C2l�1;2l+1C2l;2l C2l;2l+1 ����++ Z�1+2�1+���+2�k+�kO(Z");for k = 1; � � � ;m, where " > 0 is a small positive number.Now, it remains to express the right-hand sides of (3.56) and (3.57) in terms ofthe entries of the matries Z(Z; �!; �), U(Z; �!; �) and L(Z; �!; �). One an easily seethat, aording to (3.27), (3.28), (3.41), (3.42), (3.44),(3.58) C2k�1;1 = L11U2k�1;2k�1Z2k�1;1 + L11U2k�1;2kZ2k;1 + Z�1+�k�kO(Z") == Z�1+�k+�kL011�U02k�1;2k�1 os(!0k lnZ + �k + �!k)++ U02k�1;2k sin(!0k lnZ + �k + �!k) + o(1)�:Analogously,(3.59) ����C2l�1;2l C2l�1;2l+1C2l;2l C2l;2l+1 ���� =Z2�l ����U2l�1;2l�1 U2l�1;2l0 U2l;2l ����� ���� os!l lnZ � sin!l lnZsin!l lnZ os!l lnZ ����� ���� L2l;2l 0L2l+1;2l L2l+1;2l+1 ����++ Z2�lO(Z") = Z2�l�U02l�1;2l�1U02l;2lL02l;2lL02l+1;2l+1�+ Z2�lo(1):And, �nally,(3.60) ����C2k�1;1 C2k�1;2kC2k;1 C2k;2k ���� = L11 ����U2k�1;2k�1 U2k�1;2k0 U2k;2k ������ �L2k;2k ����Z2k�1;1 Z2k�1;2kZ2k;1 Z2k;2k ����+ L2k+1;2k ����Z2k�1;1 Z2k�1;2k+1Z2k;1 Z2k;2k+1 �����++ Z�1+2�k+�kO(Z") = �L011U02k�1;2k�1U02k;2k�Z�1+2�k+�k�� �� L02k;2k sin�k + L02k+1;2k os�k�+ Z�1+2�k+�ko(1):Inserting these formulas into (3.56),(3.57) and (3.53), we obtain expansions (3.36).Lemma 3.2 is proven. 24



We are now ready to �nish the proof of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, let us onsideronly suh sequene of values of Z ! +0 for whih�!0k lnZ2� �! 0for all k = 1; � � � ;m (here f�g denotes the frational part). It is easy to see then,that given any �xed values of the oeÆients M1; � � � ;M2m of the harateristipolynomial of the derivative matrix P (Z; �!; �) of the Poinar�e map of the periodiorbit under onsideration, the system of equations (3.36) for these oeÆients anbe resolved with respet to � and �!. Moreover, � and �! depend on M1; � � � ;M2msmoothly and have �nite limits as Z ! +0, along with the derivatives with respetto (M1; � � � ;M2m).Indeed, system (3.36), reast as(3.61)8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

U02k�1;2k�1 os(2� �!0k lnZ2� 	+ �k + �!k)++ U02k�1;2k sin(2� �!0k lnZ2� 	+ �k + �!k) ==M2k�1 �Q2k�1j=1 L0jj��1 � �Q2k�2j=1 U0jj��1 Z1�2�1�����2�k�1��k��k�� M 2k�1(Z; �!; �);�L02k;2k sin�k + L02k+1;2k os�k ==M2k �Q2k�1j=1 L0jj��1 � �Q2kj=1 U0jj��1 Z1�2�1�����2�k��k � M 2k (Z; �!; �);(k = 1; � � � ;m);has a regular limit as Z ! +0:(3.62) ( U02k�1;2k�1 os(�k + �!k) + U02k�1;2k sin(�k + �!k) = 0;�L02k;2k sin�k + L02k+1;2k os�k = 0:Here we have used the fat that due to our assumptions (3.7) and (3.31),1� 2�1 � � � � � 2�k � �k > 0for every k = 1; � � � ;m. By (3.19), U02k�1;2k�1 6= 0 and L02k;2k 6= 0, so we mayresolve the limit system (3.62) as follows:(3.63) 8><>: �k = artan L02k+1;2kL02k;2k�!k = �2 � artan U02k�1;2kU02k�1;2k�1 � �k:Now, aording to the impliit funtion theorem, we have indeed the funtions�(Z;M1; : : : ;M2m), �!(Z;M1; : : : ;M2m), lose to those given by (3.63), whih25



satisfy (3.61) (hene, they satisfy (3.36)) at small Z and whih depend smoothlyon M1; : : : ;M2m.We now �x � = �(Z;M1; : : : ;M2m), �! = �!(Z;M1; : : : ;M2m), so we hoosenow M1; : : : ;M2m to parametrize our family of small perturbations. As we justhave shown, M1; : : : ;M2m an be taken from an arbitrarily large domain in R2m .Let M1; : : : ;M2m be uniformly bounded and let M2m stay bounded away fromzero. As Z ! +0, the oeÆientsM2m+1; : : : ;Mn of the harateristi polynomialtend uniformly to zero, aording to (3.37). Thus, the harateristi equation(3.64) �n�M1�n�1+ � � �+M2m�n�2m�M2m+1�n�2m�1+ � � �+(�1)nMn = 0has (n� 2m) roots whih tend to zero as Z ! +0, and 2m roots (we denote themas �1; : : : ; �2m) whih are bounded away from zero and tend to the roots of thepolynomial(3.65) �2m �M1�2m�1 + � � �+M2m:De�ne the real numbers ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m suh that �1; : : : ; �2m were the roots ofthe polynomial(3.66) �2m � ~M1�2m�1 + � � �+ ~M2m;i.e.(3.67) 2mYj=1(�� �j) = �2m � ~M1�2m�1 + � � �+ ~M2m:By onstrution, ( ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m) tend to (M1; : : : ;M2m) as Z ! +0. Let us showthat ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m depend on M1; : : : ;M2m smoothly, and that(3.68) d( ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m)d(M1; : : : ;M2m) jZ=0 = Id:Indeed, onsider the linear operator Q : Rn ! Rn de�ned by the matrix(3.69) 0BBBB� 0 �1 0 � � � � � �0 0 �1 0 � � �... ... . . . . . . � � �0 � � � � � � 0 �1M2n M2n�1 � � � M2 M1
1CCCCA :Its harateristi equation is also given by (3.64), so it has, as well, (n � 2m)eigenvalues lose to zero and 2m eigenvalues whih are bounded away from zeroand are the roots of the polynomial (3.66). Hene, the operator Q has two in-variant eigenspaes, one orresponds to the lose to zero eigenvalues and the otherorresponds to the eigenvalues whih are bounded away from zero. The oeÆ-ients of the harateristi polynomial of Q restrited onto the seond subspaeare exatly the oeÆients ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m. Sine all the entries of the matrix26



(3.69) are bounded and sine it depends smoothly on M1; : : : ;Mn, the invari-ant subspaes depend on M1; : : : ;Mn smoothly as well. This gives us the smoothdependene of ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m on M1; : : : ;Mn. Reall now that the oeÆientsM2m+1; : : : ;Mn depend on (M1; : : : ;M2m) smoothly, and they are ontinuous inZ along with the derivatives with respet to (M1; : : : ;M2m). Thus, the requiredsmooth dependene of ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m on (M1; : : : ;M2m) at all small Z, inlud-ing Z = 0, follows immediately. Identity (3.68) follows now from the fat that( ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m) = (M1; : : : ;M2m) at Z = 0.Now, by impliit funtion theorem, we have that given any values ~M1; : : : ; ~M2mwith ~M2m 6= 0, the orresponding values of M1; : : : ;M2m are de�ned uniquely.In turn, the oeÆients ~M1; : : : ; ~M2m are de�ned uniquely by (3.67), given any(symmetri with respet to the omplex onjugation) set R of the non-zero roots�1; : : : ; �2m. Hene, given any suh set R, we �nd the orresponding values ofM1; : : : ;M2m, and then the values of the perturbation parameters � and �!, forarbitrarily small values of Z. Theorem 3.1 is proven.By taking in Theorem 3.1 the values of the multipliers �1; : : : ; �2m outside theunit irle, we arrive at the followingCorollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, by an arbitrar-ily small C1-perturbation of system (3.1), a periodi orbit P the instability indexN+(P ) of whih satis�es(3.70) N+(P ) = 2man be born in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the homolini loop under on-sideration.Remark 3.2. We note that the unstable manifold Wu(P ) of the periodi orbit Ponstruted in Corollary 3.1 has dimension 2m + 1. Thus, if every solution of theperturbed system (3.20) an be extended globally for positive t 2 R+ , then thisunstable manifold is, obviously, a (2m + 1)-dimensional invariant submanifold forthe system under onsideration. Moreover, due to Remark 3.1, we have(3.71) dimWu(P ) = [dimL(A )℄;where [v℄ denotes the integral part of v. Sine suh invariant manifolds alwaysbelong to the attrator (if the system possesses a global attrator) then Corollary 3.1and formula (3.71) present a possibility of obtaining lower bounds for the attratorsdimension in terms of their Lyapunov dimension. This possibility will indeed beused in the next Setion in order to obtain sharp lower bounds for the attrator'sdimension for the abstrat hyperboli equation (1.1).It is also interesting to onsider the ase where the multipliers �1; :::; �2m inTheorem 3.1 are all equal to 1 in the absolute value. In this ase, a small per-turbation of the periodi orbit P with the multipliers �1; :::; �2m an produe an(m+1)-dimensional invariant torus (see a proof in Appendix B). This gives us thefollowingCorollary 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, by an arbitrarilysmall C1-perturbation of system (3.1), an (m + 1)-dimensional smooth invarianttorus, densely �lled by a quasiperiodi trajetory, an be born in an arbitrarily smallneighborhood of the homolini loop under onsideration.27



x4 Lower bounds for the dimension of the attrator.In this onluding Setion, we obtain sharp in the lass S lower bounds for theattrator's dimension for the nonlinear hyperboli equation (1.1). The main resulthere is the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. For every linear selfadjoint operator A : D(A) ! H whose eigen-values satisfy (2.1), there exist two smooth nonlinear operators F1 and F2 in theform(4.1) Fi(u) := F 1i ((u; e1) ; (u; e2))e1 + F 2i ((u; e1) ; (u; e2))e2; u 2 H; i = 1; 2;where feig1i=1 is the orthonormal system of eigenvetors assoiated with A andF ji 2 C10 (R2 ;R), i; j = 1; 2, and a smoothing operator � = �";;k;m is de�ned forevery " > 0, every small  > 0 and every k;m 2 N, whih belongs to the lass S,see De�nition 2.2, and satis�es the estimate(4.2) k�kCkb (E�m;Hm) � ";suh that the fratal dimension of the attrator A = A;";k;m of the equation(4.3) �2t u+ �tu+Au = F1(u) + F2(u) + �(u; �tu)possesses the following estimates:(4.4) C1 1 � dimF (A;E) � C2 1 ;where the positive onstants C1 and C2 are independent of , ", k and m.Proof. First, take a seond order ODE in the form:(4.5) �2t U = U � F0(U); U 2 R;where F0 2 C1(R) vanishes at the origin together with its �rst derivative. Weassume that equation (4.5) possesses a homolini orbit U0(t) to the equilibriumU = 0 (as an example, take F0(U) = U3). Let us �x a suÆiently small  > 0,n := [1=(2)℄� 1 and a frequeny vetor ! := (!1; � � � ; !n) 2 Rn and onsider thefollowing deoupled system of seond order ODE's:(4.7) 8>>><>>>: �2tU(t) = U(t)� F0(U(t));�2t �u1(t) + �t�u1(t) + !21�u1(t) = 0;� � ��2t �un(t) + �t�un(t) + !2n�un(t) = 0:By onstrution, this system has a homolini loop of the type studied in Setion3, so one an expet an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for system (4.7), as it is indeedgiven by the following lemma. 28



Lemma 4.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let, in addition,(4.8) !i > =2; for every i = 1; � � � ; n:Then, for every " > 0 and every k 2 N, there exist C10 -funtions �i : R2n+2 ! R,i = 0; 1; � � � ; n, satisfying(4.9) k�ikCkb (R2n+2;R) � ";suh that the system(4.10) 8>>><>>>: �2tU(t) = U(t)� F0(U(t)) + �0(U(t); �tU(t); �u(t); �t�u(t));�2t �u1(t) + �t�u1(t) + !21�u1(t) = �1(U(t); �tU(t); �u(t); �t�u(t));� � ��2t �un(t) + �t�un(t) + !2n�un(t) = �n(U(t); �tU(t); �u(t); �t�u(t))possesses a periodi orbit P with the instability index N+(p) = 2n.Proof. We rewrite problem (4.7) in new variables(4.11) z(t) := (U(t) + �tU(t))=2; w(t) := (U(t)� �tU(t))=2;�ui(t) := �ui(t); �vi(t) := (!0i )�1 ��t�ui(t) + 2 �ui(t)� ;where !0i := (!2i � 24 )1=2 > 0, i = 1; � � � ; n. In these variables, system (4.7) readsas
(4.12)

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
�tz = z � 12F0(z + w);�t�u1 = �2 �u1 + !01�v1;�t�v1 = �2 �v1 � !01 �u1;� � ��t�un = �2 �un + !0n�vn;�t�vn = �2 �vn � !0n�un;�tw = �w + 12F0(z + w):We now note that system (4.12) has the form of (3.1) and that all assumptions ofTheorem 3.1 are, obviously, satis�ed for (4.12). Consequently, aording to thistheorem, for every given " > 0 and k 2 N , there are C10 -funtions ~�i : R2n+2 ! R,i = 0; � � � ; 2n+ 1, satisfying(4.13) k~�ikCkb (R2n+2;R) � ";suh that the following perturbation of system (4.12)(4.14) 8>>>><>>>>: �tz = z � 12F0(z + w) + ~�0(z; w; �u; �v);�t�ui = �2 �ui + !0i �vi + ~�2i�1(z; w; �u; �v);�t�vi = �2 �vi � !0i �ui + ~�2i(z; w; �u; �v); i = 1; � � � ; n;�tw = �w + 12F0(z + w) + ~�2n+1(z; w; �u; �v)29



possesses a periodi orbit P with the instability index N+(P ) = 2n. This periodiorbit lies in a small neighborhood of the homolini loop of the nonperturbed sys-tem, so we may assume without loss of generality that all the funtions ~�i have�nite supports.It remains to rewrite system (4.14) as a system of seond order ODE's for thevariables U(t) := z(t)+w(t) and �ui(t). To this end, we take the sum of the �rst andthe last equation of (4.14) and di�erentiate it with respet to t and, analogously,we di�erentiate the equations for �ui(t) in (4.14). This gives us(4.15) 8><>: �2tU(t) = U(t)� F0(U(t)) + ��0(z(t); w(t); �u(t); �v(t));�2t �ui(t) + �t�ui(t) + !2i �ui(t) = ��i(z(t); w(t); �u(t); �v(t));i = 1; � � � ; n;where the C10 funtions ��i : R2n+2 ! R satisfy(4.16) k��ikCk�1b (R2n�2;R) � Ck";and the onstant Ck is independent of ". In order to �nish the proof of the lemma,it remains to express the variables z, w, �vi in terms of U , �tU , �ui and �t�ui fromthe system(4.17) 8>>><>>>: z + w = U;z � w = �tU � ~�0(z; w; �u; �v)� ~�2n+1(z; w; �u; �v);�vi = (!0i )�1 ��t�ui + 2 �ui�� (!0i )�1 ~�2i(z; w; �u; �v);i = 1; � � � ; n:Note that in the ase when all ~�i are equal to zero identially, system (4.17) reduesto a non-degenerate linear system. Hene, due to (4.13), system of equations (4.17)is indeed an be solved in a unique way (by virtue of the impliit funtion theorem)if " is small enough:(4.18) 8><>: z = �0(U; �tU; �u; �t�u);�vi = �i(U; �tU; �u; �t�u); i = 1; � � � ; n;w = �n+1(U; �tU; �u; �t�u);for some C1-funtions �i, i = 0; � � � ; n. Inserting (4.18) into the right-hand sideof (4.15) �nishes the proof of Lemma 4.1.Let us now �nish the proof of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, let A be a selfadjoint positiveoperator in a Hilbert spae H with a ompat inverse suh that its eigenvalues0 < �1 � �2 � � � � satisfy ondition (2.1) for a ertain positive onstant �. Letfeig1i=1 be the orresponding orthonormal system of eigenvetors. Then, everyH-valued funtion u(t), t 2 R+ , an be expanded as follows:(4.19) u(t) := 1Xi=1 ui(t)ei; ui(t) := (u(t); ei) :Moreover, due to (1.2),(4.20) ku(t)k2Hs := 1Xi=1 �si jui(t)j2; s 2 R:30



We rewrite now equation (4.3) in the following equivalent form:(4.21) �2t ui(t) + �tui(t) + �iui(t) = ��i(u(t); �tu(t)); i = 1; 2; � � � ;where u(t) = (u1(t); u2(t); � � � ) 2 R1 (see (4.19)) and f��i(u; �tu)g1i=1 are de�nedas(4.22) ��i(u; �tu) := (F1(u) + F2(u) + �(u; �tu); ei) :We will onstrut the desired equation (4.3) in the form (4.21). The main idea isto onstrut the nonlinearities in suh a way that the omponents ui(t) of the or-responding solution will satisfy system (4.10). Then, by Lemma 4.1, this equationwill possess a periodi orbit P suh that N+(P ) = 2n, n+ 1 := [1=(2)℄ and, on-sequently, the fratal dimension of its attrator will be larger than (2)�1. Indeed,let  > 0, " > 0 and let k 2 N be arbitrary. Let us also �x n := [1=(2)℄� 1 asin Lemma 4.1. We need to rewrite system (4.10) onstruted in Lemma 4.1 in theform (4.21). To this end, we �x the frequenies !2i = �i+2, i = 1; � � � ; n, where �iare the eigenvalues of A, and introdue the variables(4.23) u1(t) := U(t); u2(t) := �tU(t); u3(t) := �u1(t); � � � ; un+2(t) := �un(t):In these variables, (4.10) is written as follows:
(4.24)

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
�2t u1 + �tu1 + �1u1 = fu1 � F0(u1) + �1u1g++fu2g+ �1(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2);�2t u2 + �tu2 + �2u2 = fu2 � F 00(u1)u2 + �2u2g++fu1 � F0(u1)g+�2(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2);�2t u3 + �tu3 + �3u3 == �3(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2);� � ��2t un+2 + �tun+2 + �n+2un+2 == �n+2(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2);where the C10 -funtions �i satisfy(4.25) k�ikCk�2(Rn+2;R) � C 0k":Sine every solution of (4.10) is, obviously, a solution of (4.24) as well, then (4.24)has also a periodi orbit P with N+(P ) = 2n.We omplete system (4.24) as follows:(4.26) �2t ui + �tui + �iui = 0; i = n+ 3; n+ 4; � � � :Then, system (4.24), (4.26) has the form (4.21) indeed. Moreover, sine only theexistene of a periodi orbit P with N+(P ) = 2n is important for our purposes, wemay ut-o� all the nonlinearities outside of this orbit and de�ne �nally(4.27) F1(u) := �0 �0BBBB� u1 � F0(u1) + �1u1u2 � F 00(u1)u2 + �2u200...

1CCCCA ; F2(u) := �0 �0BBBB� u2u1 � F0(u1)00...
1CCCCA31



and
(4.28) �(u; �tu) := 0BBBBBB� �1(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2)� � ��n+2(u1; � � � ; un+2; �tu1; � � � ; �tun+2)00...

1CCCCCCA ;
where �0 := �0(ju1j2 + ju2j2) is an appropriate ut-o� funtion.Thus, the desired operators F1 , F2 and � are de�ned. Let us now verify that theysatisfy all onditions of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, (4.1) is obvious. Sine the operator� has a �nite rank (see (4.28)), then, obviously, � 2 S. Moreover, it follows from(2.1), (4.20) and (4.25) that, for every m 2 N(4.29) k�kCk�2(E�m;Hm) � Cn4�m":Hene, by resaling, if neessary, ", we may always satisfy (4.2) (for every �xed m).Furthermore, due to our onstrution, system (4.24), (4.26) possesses a smoothperiodi orbit P with N+(P ) = 2n. Therefore,(4.30) dimF (A;E) � 2n � 12 :The upper bounds for the fratal dimension in (4.4) is an immediate orollary ofProposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. Theorem 4.1 is proven.Remark 4.1. We emphasize that the operators F1 and F2 from Theorem 4.1 havevery simple struture (see (4.27)) and an be omputed expliitly.It is also worth to emphasize that the unperturbed system (4.3)(4.31) �2t u+ �tu+ Au = F1(u) + F2(u)possesses a 4-dimensional inertial manifoldM := f(u1; u2; �tu1; �tu2) 2 R4 ; (ui; �tui) = 0; i = 3; 4; � � � gand, onsequently, the fratal dimension of its attrator A0 satis�es(4.32) dimF (A0;E) � 4; for every  > 0;whereas its Lyapunov dimension, obviously, satis�es(4.33) dimL(A0;E) � �1:Theorem 4.1 shows, however, that, by an arbitrarily small perturbation of equa-tion (4.31), we may inrease drastially the fratal dimension of the orrespondingattrator A and obtain the relation(4.34) dimF (A;E) � dimL(A;E) � �1:32



This example on�rms that the Lyapunov dimension is a more robust qualitativeharateristi of the global attrator than its fratal dimension.Remark 4.2. We have onstruted in Theorem 4.1 the examples of attrators Aof equations of the form (1.1) whih depend expliitly on the �rst derivative �tu ofthe unknown funtion u. Di�erentiating, however, equation (4.3) by t and denotingv = �tu and w(t) := (u(t); v(t)) 2 ~H := H�H, we obtain the equation of the form(4.35) �2tw + �tw + ~Aw = ~F1(w) + ~F2(w) + ~�(w);where the nonlinearities are already independent of �tw. Therefore, the phenomenadesribed in Theorem 4.1 an appear in hyperboli equations of the form (1.1) wherethe nonlinearity F is independent of �tu (F (u; �tu) � F (u)). Unfortunately, thisredution leads to linear operators ~A in a speial form(4.36) ~A := �A 00 A� :In order to avoid this restrition, we permit the expliit dependene of the nonlin-earity F on �tu in our abstrat model (1.1).We reall that the usual way of obtaining lower bounds for attrator's frataldimension is to estimate the instability index for some equilibrium of the equationunder onsideration, see [BaV89℄, [Hal87℄ and referenes therein (see also [Zel97℄,where lower estimates for the instability index of a linear nonautonomous equa-tion of type (1.1) with periodi oeÆients were given based on the parametrialresonane phenomena). In our next proposition, we show that it is prinipally im-possible, using this method, to obtain reasonable lower bounds for the attrator'sdimension of equation (1.1) with nonlinearities belonging to S.Proposition 4.1. Let A be a linear selfadjoint operator with a ompat inversein a Hilbert spae H whose eigenvalues satisfy (2.1) and let the nonlinearity F inequation (1.1) belong to the lass S. Then, for every " > 0, there exists a positiveonstant C" suh that the instability index of any equilibrium u0 of equation (1.1)an be estimated as follows:(4.37) N+(u0) � C"�":Proof. Indeed, due to the trik desribed in Remark 4.2, it is suÆient to proveestimate (4.37) only for the ase where(4.38) F (u; �tu) � F (u):Let now u0 be an arbitrary equilibrium of equation (1.1). Then, the orrespondingequation of variations reads(4.39) �2tw + �tw + Au0 w = 0; Au0 := A�F 0(u0)and, onsequently, the spetrum of the linearization Du0St at point (u0; 0) of thesemigroup (1.7) an be expressed as follows:(4.40) � (Du0St) = (et�k� ; �k� := �2 � �24 � �k�1=2) ;33



where f�kg1k=1 2 C are the eigenvalues of the operator Au0 .We reall now that the operator F belongs to the lass S. Therefore,(4.41) kF 0(u0)kL(H�m;Hm) � Cm;for every m 2 N , where the onstant Cm is independent of u0 2 H. Thus, dueto the lassial theory of ompat perturbations of selfadjoint operators (see e.g.[GhK69℄), we derive from (4.41) that, for every N 2 N , there exists a onstant CNsuh that(4.42) j�k � �kj � CNk�N ; k 2 N ;where �k is the orresponing eigenvalues of the unperturbed operator A. Insertingthe asymptotis (4.42) for the eigenvalues �k into the formulae (4.40) for �k�, weobtain after simple omputations the desired estimate (4.37). Proposition 4.1 isproved.Remark 4.3. We stress that our \homolini" method of obtaining lower estimatesfor the attrator's dimension gives, in fat, more than an estimate from below ofthe maximal attrator. Indeed, in absolutely the same way as Theorem 4.1 wasdedued from Corollary 3.1 to Theorem 3.1, we obtain from Corollary 3.2 that thenonlinearities F1;2 and � an be onstruted in suh a way that equation (4.3) wouldhave an invariant torus (densely �lled by quasiperiodi trajetories) of dimension� C=, where C is a ertain onstant. In other words, we show that equationsunder onsideration may have minimal sets whose dimension is of the same orderas the Lyapunov dimension of the maximal attrator.Reall also that, aording to [NRT78℄, any quasiperiodi ow on a smooth(m+ 1)-dimensional invariant torus an be perturbed in suh a way that the toruswould ontain an invariant m-dimensional manifold, homeomorphi to Dm�1�S1,the ow on whih is smoothly onjugate to a suspension over any aforehand givendi�eomorphism of Dm�1. Hene, by Corollary 3.2, every dynamis whih is possiblein a phase spae of dimension � C= an be enountered in equation (4.3), at anappropriate hoie of the nonlinearities.Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1.In this Appendix, we prove the existene of a solution for problem (1.1) underthe assumptions of Theorem 1.1. We also prove the Lipshitz property of the or-responding semigroup St, as well as the quasidi�erentiability of St on the attratorA (Lemma 2.1). As usual (see [BaV89℄, [Tem97℄, [ChV02℄), the proof is done viathe Galerkin approximation method, based on the a priori estimates (1.6), (1.8),(1.9).We start with the proof of the a priori estimate (1.6). Let � 2 C(R+ ;E) be asolution of (1.1). Then, aording to assumption (1.4), the nonlinear term F (u; �tu)belongs to the spae C(R+ ;H) and is globally bounded in it. Consequently, wemay take a salar produt of equation (1.1) with �tu(t) + �u(t), where � > 0 is asuÆiently small number, and derive the following relation (see e.g. [Tem97,LemmaII.4.1℄):12�t[k�tu(t)k2H + ku(t)k2H1 + 2�(u(t); �tu(t))℄++ (��)k�tu(t)k2H+�ku(t)k2H = (F; u+��tu) � C"+ "(k�tu(t)k2H+ ku(t)k2H1);34



where " > 0 an be arbitrarily small. Fixing now " � 1 and � � 1 in the lastinequality and applying the Gronwall's inequality, we obtain (1.6) indeed.Let us now verify estimate (1.8). Let �u1(t) and �u2(t) be two solutions of (1.1)and let �(t) := [v(t); �tv(t)℄ := �1(t) � �2(t). Then v(t) satis�es the followingequation �2t v + �tv +A v = L1(t)v + L2(t)�tv; ���t=0 = �1(0)� �2(0);where L1(t) := R 10 F 0u(su1 + (1 � s)u2; s�tu1)ds and L2(t) := R 10 F 0�tu(su1 + (1 �s)u2; s�tu1)ds. We note that, aording to (1.4), these operators are globallybounded as operators from H1 ! H and H ! H respetively. Consequently, theright-hand side of the equation for v belongs to the spae C(R+ ;H) and we maytake a salar produt of this equation with �tv and derive the following estimate12[k�tv(t)k2H + kv(t)k2H1 ℄ + k�tv(t)k2H == (L1(t)v(t); �tv(t)) + (L2(t)�tv(t); �tv(t)) � K �kv(t)k2H1 + k�tv(t)k2H� ;where K is independent of u1 and u2 (sine the derivatives Fu and F 0�tu are assumedto be globally bounded). Applying the Gronwall's inequality to this relation, weobtain (1.8).In order to prove the a priori estimate (1.9), let us di�erentiate equation (1.1)with respet to t and introdue the funtion z(t) := �tu(t). Then, this funtionsatis�es the following equation:(A.1) ( �2t z + �tz + A z = F 0u(u; �tu)z + F 0�tu(u; �tu)�tz;z��t=0 = u00; �tz��t=0 = �2t u(0) = �Au0 � u00 + F (u0; u00):Denote �(t) := [z(t); �tz(t)℄. Sine �(0) := [u(0); �tu(0)℄ 2 E1 and the nonlinearityF satis�es (1.4), it follows that �(0) 2 E and(A.2) k�(0)k2E � C �k�(0)k2E1 + 1� ;for an appropriate onstant C depending on F and . Moreover, it follows fromestimate (1.6) and from equation (1.1) that(A.3) k�(t)k2E�1 � C 0k�(0)k2Ee�t + C 01;where C 0 and C 01 depend only on A, F and .Taking the inner produt in H of equation (A.1) with the funtion �tz(t)+ 2 z(t),we have(A.4) �t�k�tzk2H + kzk2H1 +  (z(t); �tz(t))	+ k�tzk2H + kzk2H1 == 2 (F 0u(u; �tu)z; �tz) + 2 �F 0�tu(u; �tu)�tz; �tz�++  (F 0u(u; �tu)z; z) +  �F 0�tu(u; �tu)�tz; z� :Using onditions (1.5), we derive that(A.5) 2 (F 0u(u; �tu)z; �tz) + 2 �F 0�tu(u; �tu)�tz; �tz� �� 2 �k�tz(t)k2H + kz(t)k2H1�+ 4Ck[z(t); �tz(t)℄k2E�1 :35



Analogously, using assumption (1.4) on the derivatives of F and the interpolationinequality kuk2H � kukH1kukH�1 , we estimate(A.6)  (F 0u(u; �tu)z; z) +  �F 0�tu(u; �tu)�tz; z� �� 8 �k�tz(t)k2H + kz(t)k2H1�+ C 0k[z(t); �tz(t)℄k2E�1 :Inserting estimates (A.5) and (A.6) into the right-hand side of (A.4), we obtain, fora suÆiently small  > 0,(A.7) �t�k�tzk2H + kzk2H1 +  (z(t); �tz(t))	++ 8�k�tzk2H + kzk2H1 +  (z(t); �tz(t))	 � C 00 k�(t)k2E�1 ;for an appropriate onstant C 00 whih depends only on , A and F . Applying theGronwall's inequality to (A.7) and using (A.2) and (A.3), we arrive at the estimate(A.8) k�(t)k2E � C4e�t=8k�(0)k2E1 + C4:It remains to note that due to equation (1.1) and ondition (1.4) we havek�(t)k2E1 � C �k�(t)k2E + 1� ;so (1.9) follows from (A.8).Now we an prove the existene of the solutions of (1.1). Let feig1i=1 be theorthonormal basis in H generated by the eigenvetors of the selfadjoint operator Aand let �N be an orthoproetor to the �rst N eigenvetors in H, HN := �N H andEN := �N E. For every N 2 N , we onsider the following problem in the �nite-dimensional spae EN , whih approximates the initial in�nite-dimensional problem(1.1):(A.9)�2t uN+�tuN+AuN = �NF (uN ; �tuN ); �N (t) 2 EN ; �N := [uN ; �tuN ℄��t=0 = �0N :We reall that (�NF; vN ) = (F; vN) for every vN 2 EN and, onsequently, repeatingword by word the derivation of estimates (1.6) and (1.9), we obtain the followinguniform (with respet to N) a priori estimates for the solutions of (A.9):(A.10) � 1: k�N (t)k2E � Ck�N (0)kEe�t + C1;2: k�N (t)k2E1 � C1k�N (0)kE1e�=8t+ C3;where the onstants C, C1, C2 and C3 are the same as in (1.6) and (1.9) (and,in partiular, they are independent of N). On the other hand, equation (A.9) isa system of ODE's with smooth (C1) nonlinearity and, onsequently, estimates(A.10) give the global existene of a solution �N (t) 2 EN of problem (A.9). Ourtask now is to pass to the limit N !1 in (A.9) and onstrut the solution u(t) of(1.1) as a limit of Galerkin solutions uN (t). To this end, we �rst assume that theinitial onditions �(0) for problem (1.1) belongs to E1:(A.11) �(0) 2 E1 and set �0N := �N�(0):36



Then, aording to (A.10)(2) and equation (A.9), we have the uniform with respetto N estimate(A.12) k�2t uNkL1([0;T ℄;H) + k�NkL1([0;T ℄;E1) � C(k�(0)kE1)whih is valid for every T > 0. Consequently, without loss of generality, we mayassume that, for every T > 0,(A.13)�N ! � �-weakly in L1([0; T ℄;E1) and �2t uN ! �2t u �-weakly in L1([0; T ℄;H);for some funtion � := [u; �tu℄ 2 L1(R+ ;E1). We laim that u solves the initialproblem (1.1). To this end, we need to pass to the limit N ! 1 in equations(A.9). Indeed, passing to the limit N !1 in the linear terms of (A.9) is evidentdue to (A.13). In order to pass to the limit in the nonlinear term, we reall thatthe embedding L1([0; T ℄;E) \ f�2t u 2 L1([0; T ℄;H)g � C([0; T ℄;E)is ompat, for every T > 0 (see e.g. [Tem97℄) and, onsequently, (A.13) impliesthe strong onvergene �N ! � in C([0; T ℄;E). Sine the operator F is ontinuous,it follows that �NF (uN ; �tUN )! F (u; �tu), and u is indeed a solution of problem(1.1).Thus, for every �(0) 2 E1, we have onstruted a solution � 2 L1(R+ ; E1) \C(R+ ;E) of problem (1.1) (moreover, arguing in a standard way like e.g. in [Tem97℄,one may verify that � 2 C(R+ ;E1), in fat). It is not diÆult now to extend thisresult to the initial data from E. Indeed, let �(0) 2 E be an arbitrary initialondition. Let us onsider a sequene �n(0) 2 E1 suh that(A.14) �n(0)! �(0) as n!1Let also �n(t) 2 E1 be the orresponding solutions of problem (1.1), the existeneof whih has just been proven. Then, aording to estimate (1.8), there exists somefuntion � 2 C(R+ ;E) suh that(A.15) �n ! � in C([0; T ℄;E) strongly,for every T > 0. As above, the strong onvergene law (A.15) allows to pass to thelimit n ! 1 in the equations for un and verify that the limit funtion u(t) alsosatis�es equation (1.1). Thus, the existene of a solution of problem (1.1) is nowproven under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1.It remains to prove the quasidi�erentiability of the orresponding semigroup Ston the attrator A. Let �1(t) and �2(t) be two solutions of problem (1.1) belongingto A and let v(t) be a solution of equation of variations (2.7) (omputed alongthe trajetory �1(t)) with [v(0); �tv(0)℄ = �1(0) � �2(0). Then, arguing as in thederivation of estimate (1.8), we obtain the following estimate:(A.16) k[v(t); �tv(t)℄k2E � Ck[v(0); �tv(0)℄k2EeKt;where the onstants C and K are independent of u1 and u2. Moreover, the funtionw(t) := u1(t)�u2(t)� v(t) obviously satis�es the following linear nonhomogeneousequation(A.17)�2tw+�tw+Aw�F 0u(u1; �tu1)w�F 0�tu(u1; �tu1)�tw = hu1;u2(t); [w; �tw℄��t=0 = 0;37



where(A.18) hu1;u2(t) := �Z 10 (F 0u(su1 + (1� s)u2; s�tu1)� F 0u(u1; �tu1) ds� v(t)++ �Z 10 (F 0�tu(su1 + (1� s)u2; s�tu1)� F 0u(u1; �tu1) ds��tv(t):Consequently, analogously to (1.8) and (A.16), we have(A.19) k[w(T ); �tw(T )℄kE � CeKT Z T0 khu1;u2(t)k2H dt;where the onstants C and K are independent of u1 and u2. On the other hand,sine the attrator A is ompat in E, the setA1;2 := fs�1 + (1� s)�2; �1; �2 2 A; s 2 [0; 1℄gis also ompat in E and, due to assumption (1.4), the derivatives F 0u and F 0�tu areuniformly ontinuous on this set. Consequently, we have an estimate(A.20) khu1;u2(t)kH � �(k�1(t)� �2(t)kE)k[v(t); �tv(t)℄kE;where the funtion �(z) tends to zero as z ! 0+ and is independent of t, u1 andu2. Estimates (1.8), (A.16), (A.19) and (A.20) imply that(A.21) k[w(T ); �tw(T )℄k2E � �T (k�1(0)� �2(0)kE)k�1(0)� �2(0)kE;where the funtion �T (z) tends to zero as z ! 0+, it depends on T � 0 but it isindependent of �1; �2 2 A. Thus, estimate (2.2) is veri�ed. The ontinuity of S0(�)on the attrator is veri�ed analogously. End of the proof.Appendix B. Proof of Corollary 3.2.Let P be a periodi orbit, born by a small perturbation of a homolini loop ofsystem (3.1), whih has 2m multipliers equal to 1 in the absolute value (suh anorbit an indeed be born aording to Theorem 3.1). Let us prove that a smooth(m + 1)-dimensional invariant torus, �lled by quasiperiodi trajetories eah ofwhih is dense in the torus, an be born at the bifurations of P .Proof. Consider a Poinar'e map (x 7! �x) for the periodi orbit P :(B.1) �x = Bx+ o(x);here x = 0 is the �xed point whih orresponds to the orbit P . The eigenvalues ofthe matrix B are the multipliers of P . By assumption, 2m of these eigenvalues lieon the unit irle. Our goal is to prove that this map an be perturbed in suh away that an m-dimensional invariant torus would appear in a small neighborhoodof the origin.Fix any integer r � 1. It is obvious, that by perturbations, small in Cr-topology,one an arrange arbitrary small hanges in any entries of the matrix B in (B.1).38



Hene, we an always ahieve that B would have exatly m pairs of omplex-onjugate eigenvalues on the unit irle: e�i!1 ; : : : ; e�i!m , all !'s are rationallyindependent and the fators !j=� are irrational; and the rest of the multipliersdoes not lie on the unit irle.By the enter manifold theorem, our map has a 2m-dimensional smooth invariantmanifold whih is tangent at x = 0 to the eigenspae of B orresponding to the mul-tipliers on the unit irle. It is well-known that sine the numbers f�; !1; : : : ; !mgare rationally independent, there exist loal oordinates (z1; : : : ; zm) 2 Cm in whihthe map on the enter manifold takes the following (normal) form(B.2) �zj = Qj(z1z�1 ; : : : ; zmz�m)z + o(zr) (j = 1; : : : ;m)where � means omplex onjugation, and Qj are omplex polynomials of degree� (r � 1)=2,(B.3) Qj(0) = ei!j :It is obvious that by an arbitrary small (in the Cr-topology) perturbation, one anmake map (B.2) oinide with the polynomial map(B.4) �zj = Qj(z1z�1 ; : : : ; zmz�m)z (j = 1; : : : ;m)in a suÆiently small neighborhood of zero. Thus, it is enough to prove that a smallperturbation of map (B.4) an produe anm-dimensional invariant torus arbitrarilylose to z = 0.Let us, �rst, introdue polar oordinates �jei'j := zj ; j = 1; : : : ;m. Map (B.4)reasts as(B.5) 8><>: ��j = Rj(�21; : : : ; �2m)�j (j = 1; : : : ;m)�'j = 'j + 
j(�21; : : : ; �2m)where Qj � Rjei
j (j = 1; : : : ;m), so Rj;
j are real analyti funtions, and(B.6) Rj(0) = 1; 
j(0) = !j (j = 1; : : : ;m):Let a1; : : : ; am; �1; : : : ; �m be arbitrary small numbers. Then the map(B.7) 8><>: ��j = (aj + Rj(�21; : : : ; �2m))�j (j = 1; : : : ;m)�'j = 'j + �j + 
j(�21; : : : ; �2m)is a small (real analyti) perturbation of (B.5). The amplitude map(B.8) ��j = (aj +Rj(�21; : : : ; �2m))�j (j = 1; : : : ;m)is independent here on the phases '1; : : : ; 'm. Therefore, a �xed point of (B.8) withall �1; : : : ; �m non-zero orresponds to an m-dimensional invariant torus of (B.7).39



Take now some suÆiently small stritly positive numbers �01; : : : ; �0m. Put(B.9) 8><>: aj = 1� Rj((�01)2; : : : ; (�0m)2); (j = 1; : : : ;m)�j = !j � 
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